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I am going to tell you the Chiroprac<c secret. This is what makes Chiroprac<c so eﬀec<ve
and so popular. This secret escapes the no<ce of most people, even the learned and
sophis<cated. The idea that makes Chiroprac<c work is EXPRESSION.
The authori<es on this subject are Science and Theology. Science refers to this power as
Energy. Theology refers to it as Spirit. In either case, we are all familiar with this power,
although it cannot be measured or contained. We understand that life and death are set
apart by the presence of this power.
This power comes from Universal Intelligence (God) and is expressed through the
Soul. Energy expressed from the Soul is perfect. Chiropractors call this Innate
Intelligence. Innate because it is hard wired into our being. Intelligence because it is
organized. If innate intelligence is free to express itself, it results in the normal state of
health. That is the secret behind Chiroprac<c. This understanding gives Chiropractors
faith and conﬁdence.
The reality however is that people get sick and get diseases, even Chiropractors
and Chiroprac<c pa<ents. The truth is, we do not really know the cause of disease and
cannot predict with scien<ﬁc certainty what illness will befall us. Science can only point
to the incidence of disease related to a par<cular stressor. For example, science has
found an increased incidence of lung cancer with smoking but not all smokers get lung
disease. On the other hand, there are people who live a clean life, exercise regularly and
watch their weight but die of a sudden heart aUack.
The game of life is not about the cause of death, illness or disease. It is about
living. We have no control over death or the disease or incident that will cause our

demise. We should not spend our lives worrying about death and dying. Our
responsibility lies in living every day. That is, expressing life.
Life is expressed through our presence and ac<ons. You cannot see this energy
but you experience its eﬀects. Healthy, happy people are easy and fun to be around.
Good things seem to follow them. Sick, grumpy people are diﬃcult and draining.
Chiropractors do not treat illness or disease. These require medical interven<on.
The majority of our work has to do with making a condi<on or situa<on beUer. Restoring
full expression of the nervous system always makes a person feel beUer and heal faster.
When you do get sick or injured, your nervous system orchestrates the healing
process under the direc<on of innate intelligence. Innate intelligence expresses health,
which is the normal state, and will restore that condi<on unless it is inhibited by natural
forces such as illness and disease.
The role of the brain and spinal cord is vital in the expression of health. The body
sends messages to the brain through the spinal cord about the environment . We
acquire this informa<on through our 5 senses of taste, touch, sight, hearing and smell.
The spinal cord carries messages from the body to the brain. The brain then expresses
energy, which is always perfect rela<ve to the message received from the body. The
body receives this message and responds accordingly. The Chiropractors job is to make
this communica<on cycle as perfect as possible.
Chiropractors believe that subluxa<ons reduce the expression of innate
intelligence resul<ng in illness and disease. Think of a subluxa<on as a kink in the hose,
reducing the ﬂow of water, not completely, but enough to make a diﬀerence. Over <me
the problem becomes an illness and disease because innate intelligence can no longer
adapt to the natural forces.
Restoring health is a process. It takes <me to restore expression in both
direc<ons. It is about expressing life.

